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Abstract

Purpose – This paper aims to explore how the model of an enterprise has dramatically changed as a

result of globalisation and its subsequent impact on governance.

Design/methodology/approach – The paper starts off by explaining how enterprises transformed from

the international corporation model of the nineteenth century, to the multinational corporation model of

the twentieth century, to the globally integrated model of the twenty-first century. It argues that, although

the multinational model helped to build strong relationships with national governments and

country-based NGOs, the model has become redundant and uncompetitive in the globalization era.

It shares how moving to the new globally integrated enterprise model is inevitable and raises

governance implications at the international, national and local level across many dimensions such as

culture, skills and ethics. In fact, the new globally integrated enterprise calls for a redefinition of

relationships between an enterprise and its stakeholders and with greater collaboration taking place, the

role of trust will become an essential foundation for all issues of governance.

Findings – The need for global governance to operate beyond national boundaries is being driven by

the combination of a growing global interdependence driven by economics and the rise of transnational

challenges such as climate change and poverty.

Originality/value – The paper is based on IBM’s current business model, strategy and corporate

citizenship activities and provides an insight into how IBM is evolving its business model in response to

globalization.
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E
veryone is aware of the rapid changes in our global business environment, but there

has been much less said about the fact that the model of a global business has itself

been changing, and in ways that will affect how businesses deal with governance

issues.

Corporations have operated across national boundaries for a very long time and to do that,

they have been organized in many different ways. All of those ways can be categorized into

three broad stages of evolution. The first stage was the ‘‘international’’ corporation, where a

company traded across national boundaries, but its management, production and finance

were generally kept in one home country. This was the business model that dominated the

nineteenth century and before.

Then in the twentieth century, especially after the second world war, a new business model

evolved. In this model, global companies often replicated their operations in each country

where they did business. This was the ‘‘multinational’’ model, where each country

organization had its ownmanagement, its own sales and service teams, its own product line,

its own supply chain and often its own manufacturing and research and development.

IBM knows this model very well because we were once a prime example of it. From IBM

Spain, to IBM Japan to IBM Argentina, each country team had a large degree of autonomy to
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achieve business success in a particular nation. This multinational model with its

country-based organizational structure helped build strong relationships with national

governments and country-based NGOs and by its very nature, it encouraged each country’s

management to be active and engaged on issues of national importance.

So what happened? Why does this model no longer makes sense as a paradigm of

corporate behavior?

What happened is globalization, making the multinational business model redundant and

uncompetitive. Redundant because no company can afford to duplicate the very same

business processes in each country, when it would be much more effective in a connected

world to put every process in one or two or three locations, and serve the entire globe from

those locations. And uncompetitive because with the world linked as it is, if you do not draw

on the skills available at competitive prices wherever that expertise exists, then someone

else will do it, and put you out of business.

At IBM this new model is called the globally integrated enterprise (GIE). This term was first

coined by IBM’s Chairman, CEO and President, Sam Palmisano (2006), who published an

article in Foreign Affairs sharing how IBM andmany other companies are evolving toward the

globally integrated enterprise model.

All companies moving to this model will be required to go through great cultural change that

will not be easy for corporations or their stakeholders. The model is evolving with many

questions being raised but still as many unanswered. IBM and other companies will have to

learn by doing with help from business schools and the governance infrastructure.

Today IBM is leveraging skill pools globally to deliver key financial functions. Figure 1 shows

the locations for IBM employees who provide customers with accounting, payroll services

and asset management etc. These centers are not replicated in every country where those

Figure 1 IBM finance leverages skill pools globally to deliver key functions
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services are offered by IBM. Instead they are concentrated in a few locations, from which

those services can be made available everywhere. This same principle applies to other IBM

services which are delivered from other centralized locations, with each center designed

and managed to bring the right skill to the right customer at the right cost anywhere in the

world.

Figure 2 shows how this model looks from a customer perspective in Australia and New

Zealand, and shows that they receive their asset management from Bratislava, payroll

services from the Philippines and accounts payable from China etc.

These two examples show the globally integrated enterprise model in action, and is the sort

of model that other global corporations are moving to and will continue to move in the coming

years.

As business operations become more globally integrated, managing accountability

requirements becomes more complex. On the one hand governments remain the most

significant point of accountability influencing business success through legal, regulatory,

fiscal and social policy frameworks that are country based. Alongside these national

requirements, other stakeholders including customers, NGOs and communities are

increasingly global, and frame accountability around global standards.

In the globally integrated enterprise accountability is managed by globally integrated

support functions with specialists in the various interest areas. Resources are deployed

where they are needed. This model enables the company to develop standards that reflect

global interests, and to operate systems across the entire company. This is important for

building trust. The focus is on establishing sustained relationships with key stakeholders to

understand and influence their requirements. In the GIE model, the country General

Manager remains pivotal to key relationships. But alongside themwe see an increasing need

for a wider group of leaders to engage with external institutions and organizations and

integrate their perspectives into doing business. This article will go on to share some insights

on how we do this at IBM.

Figure 2 IBM Australia and New Zealand customers harness global integration capabilities
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This new globally integrated enterprise business model has direct implications on

governance issues at the international, national and corporate levels.

Starting with the international level first, as the globally integrated enterprise is by definition

focused on its environment from a global perspective, it has no option but to engage in

governance issues in a global way. It can no longer fall back on the sense of national

citizenship and national issue management that it had when it operated primarily as a

‘‘multinational.’’ Business success on a global stage now depends on how well a company

can anticipate and engage those governance issues, not only as a demonstration of

citizenship or philanthropy, but as a fundamental means of creating long term economic

value.

For IBM, this is not a new thought. Back in the 1990s, IBM worked with the European Union

(EU) toward the creation of the European Economic Area (EEA) following an agreement

between the EU and the European Free Trade Association. That agreement enabled EFTA

countries to participate in the European single market without having to join the EU.

As a result, today IBM labs in Haifa and Zurich can participate in EU funded research and

development even though they are not in EU countries. The resulting research and

development is that much better for being more collaborative, and based on a governance

model that is world-class. In addition, IBM focused a good deal of effort on the World Trade

Organization, and the need for a majority consensus that can prevent the few from pursuing

protectionist trends. With operations in over 170 countries and approximately 65 percent of

the revenue generated from outside of the US as of 2007, IBM needs access to global

markets for its growth.

For the past three years, IBM has also gathered leading academics, venture capitalists,

customers and influential experts to brainstorm on key social and development issues. At

IBM this process is called the Global Innovation Outlook. In 2007, IBM completed a series of

nine sessions in nine different countries on how to speed up economic development in

Africa. This is not corporate philanthropy, this is self-interested collaboration in developing

the institutions and governance mechanisms that will drive the world forward. In other words,

it is what a globally integrated enterprise does.

Corporations also have a lot of experience in national governance. The old multinational

model was ideal for that. But a lot has changed at the national level, and not only the

business models of companies. One of the most important changes is the composition of

national economies themselves. Today the majority of economies in Europe are not

agriculture or manufacturing, but services. The services sector is by far the most important

sector in the European Union making up about 70 percent of the gross domestic product

(GDP). Even developing economies, like China or Russia, are mostly services.

A services-dominated economy is very different from one dominated by agriculture or

manufacturing in ways that governments are still trying to come to grips with. In

manufacturing or agriculture or even resource extraction, you have significant capital

investment to make if you want facilities to compete on a global scale. You can go from zero

to full production in a matter of years. In a skills-based economy, there is much less capital

investment, but the start up time is at least a generation.

Governments see this reality with different degrees of clarity and resolve. Traditionally, they

are more comfortable with ‘‘sticky’’ assets, things that cannot be moved easily across

national borders. Fortunately or unfortunately, IT services do not fall into that category.

Speed, agility and world-class skills are required to attract services workloads to flow to a

country. That is why it is essential for global corporations to help governments and societies

see what is required and work with them to achieve it.

One of the most serious issues facing European nations today is the aging work force. This

has both a financial and a resource dimension because European companies are looking at

a potential for serious skill shortages, based on a shortage of younger workers with the right

skills. In September 2007, IBM and the Lisbon Council (2007), a European Think Tank, joined

together to produce a set of recommendations to help governments better understand new
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options for leveraging the skills of older workers in more flexible and attractive ways. IBM

and the Lisbon Council (2007) have been proactive in sharing this report titled ‘‘Living

longer, living better’’ with government ministers, and hope the report becomes an important

part of the public discussion and a resource for governance.

Another example involves how companies train people for leadership in a services-based

economy. And on this issue, IBM and other companies are going straight to business

schools and universities and asking them to drive this requirement for change themselves.

The issue is that historically, universities and business schools have never considered

‘‘services’’ to be an appropriate subject for academic research and teaching. However,

when 70 to 80 percent of an economy is based on services, where will the innovation come

from, if we do not study how services are developed, managed and improved? Where will

the services leaders of tomorrow come from, if they have not studied that subject in school?

IBM thinks the situation is analogous to the period right after the second world war, when

there were a few early computers, but no university had yet created a department of

computer science. Back then, some people asked, ‘‘how can studying a machine be a

science?’’ But today, no major university could exist without a department of computer

science.

IBM believes the same potential exists for bringing together a variety of current academic

disciplines: engineering, mathematics, organizational behavior, management theory, human

psychology and others, to create a new discipline which is called service science,

management and engineering (SSME). Today more schools around the world have stepped

forward and committed themselves to developing a new SSME curriculum.

Another key project IBM completed in March 2008, with the European Academy for Business

in Society (EABIS) and the INSEAD business school, was the creation of two cases studies to

be used on MBA and executive education programs. The first case study asks students to

create a corporate social responsibility plan for IBM Greater China that aligns with important

government, societal expectations and needs in China. The second case study takes a

different approach by inviting classroom debate on how a global corporation should

respond to China’s social development policies. The case studies are cutting-edge

examples of the inter-connectedness of corporations with governments and stakeholders.

This leads very well onto the question, how does the globally integrated enterprise affect

corporate governance itself, from the corporation out to its environment and its stakeholders

and then inside with its own employees?

Corporations must go beyond trying to avoid risk and step up to the fact that globalize

corporations can be even more effective than national governments in delivering needed

social change. And that doing so is in their own long term self interest.

For example, IBM’s participation with other corporations in the Carbon Disclosure Project

has been successful in asking companies from around the world to disclose their

greenhouse gas emissions and report on their strategy for dealing with risks and

opportunities associated with climate change. IBM’s involvement with The World Bank to

create the Small and Medium Enterprise Tool Kit, a website, to help small and medium

enterprises in emerging markets learn sustainable business management skills, is available

for free in developing countries. And yet another example is IBM’s involvement to bring

together many individuals and companies into the World Community Grid, which voluntarily

harnesses the down time of personal computers around the world to do non-profit research

on diseases and key international initiatives.

Regarding governance as far as it affects the relationship between IBM and its own

employees. IBM believes the globally integrated enterprise model calls for a redefinition of

the relationship between a company and its employees. Consequently, IBM introduced in

July 2007, a major initiative called the global citizenship portfolio, to give employees more

tools to maintain their own competitiveness, and direct their own lives, in a globalize world.

Three new programs were announced as part of this initiative, with two of them scheduled to
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be available around the world by July 2008 and one to be piloted in the USA, and then

adapted globally.

Those new programs are:

1. a Corporate Service Corps, of short-term work assignments in developing countries,

which will see up to 200 IBM employees a year gather on-the-ground work experience in

developing economies;

2. a program of assistance for employees who voluntarily want to transition from an IBM

career to a job in the public or non-profit sector; and

3. an individual savings account for education costs of an employee’s own choosing, to

which IBM will make an annual contribution.

Confidence rises and falls based on the core values and standards of every individual in the

company.

All of these activities, both inside and outside IBM, have one thing in common and that is they

are aimed at establishing trust across the spectrum of governance.

Trust is the foundation for all the issues of governance whether it be self regulation or climate

change or leadership education or multi-stakeholder partnerships. Trust between

employees and the company they work for, trust between companies and national

governments, trust among each of the stakeholders in the economic life of the planet.

Can companies collaborate openly in a way that will regain the trust needed for global

governance? For the future of our planet, the answer has to be yes.
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